Netiquette Guidelines

• Respectful
  o Respect privacy: Don’t share personal information (what happens in Bb stays in Bb)
  o Diverse: Use inclusive language and avoid offensive language
  o Open: Be open to different points of view
  o Disagree: It’s okay to disagree, do so respectfully

• Professional
  o Good impression: check your spelling and grammar, use names, say please and thank you
  o Truth: if you are not sure of your answer make that clear
  o Kind: If you notice a mistake, point it out politely.
  o Brief: Clearly articulate your point without being wordy
  o On topic: Post comments that add to the conversation
  o Tone. Avoid sarcasm and ALL CAPS

• Scholarly
  o Share your expertise
  o Cite and link to sources
  o Explanatory. Support your opinion
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